
Private credit (or private lending) is a rapidly growing alternative asset class. As borrowers continue to see a decline in more 
traditional lending options after the great financial crisis, nonbank lenders have stepped in. Investors, facing increased market 
volatility and greater uncertainty, have also found opportunity in private credit. 

Structure 
Private credit is a form of borrowing outside the banking system. In traditional or syndicated financings, an intermediary bank arranges 
and places the loan with a much larger group of lenders.
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In contrast, private credit typically refers to loans directly originated and negotiated between corporate borrowers and small groups of lenders.  
The intermediary is not part of the process, which can result in greater flexibility in structure for the borrower and more protection for the 
investor. As with the traditional borrowing model, most private credit opportunities offer floating interest rates that change as rates change.
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Features of private credit
Private loans typically sit at or near the top of a company’s capital structure. This placement prioritizes their repayment. 
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However, since borrowers of nonbank loans may have credit ratings below investment grade, there can also be heightened risks for 
investors, such as liquidity risk and credit risk.

Accessing private credit opportunities
Investors can access private credit through open-end and closed-end fund structures but should consult with their financial professional  
to learn more.
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Key Risks and Disclosures
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities or partnership 
interests described herein. Potential investors are urged to consult a financial professional or tax advisor regarding the possible economic, tax, legal, or 
other consequences of entering into any investments or transactions described herein. Any investor who subscribes, or proposes to subscribe, for an 
investment in each fund must be able to bear the risks involved and must meet each fund’s suitability requirements. Some or all alternative investments 
may not be suitable for certain investors. No assurance can be given that each fund and account’s investment objectives will be achieved. Alternative 
investments are typically speculative and involve a substantial degree of risk. Each fund and account may be leveraged and engage in other speculative 
practices that may increase the risk of investment loss. Investors must realize that they could lose all or a substantial amount of their investment 
in each fund and account. The opinions and commentary provided do not take into account the investment objectives or financial situation of any 
particular investor or class of investor. Please consider your own circumstances before making an investment decision.
Opinions and estimates offered herein constitute the judgment of Oak Hill Advisors, L.P. as of November 2023 and are subject to change as are 
statements about market trends. All opinions and estimates are based on assumptions, all of which are difficult to predict and many of which are 
beyond the control of Oak Hill Advisors, L.P. In addition, any calculations used to generate the estimates were not prepared with a view towards public 
disclosure or compliance with any published guidelines. In preparing this document, Oak Hill Advisors, L.P. has relied upon and assumed, without 
independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information.  
Oak Hill Advisors, L.P. believes that the information provided herein is reliable; however, it does not warrant its accuracy or completeness. 
Important Information
This material is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be investment advice or a recommendation to take any particular 
investment action.
Information contained herein is based upon sources we consider to be reliable; we do not, however, guarantee its accuracy. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. All investments are subject to market risk, including the possible loss of 
principal. As interest rates rise, bond prices generally fall. Investments in high yield bonds involve greater risk of price volatility, illiquidity, and default 
than higher-rated debt securities. 
All charts and tables are shown for illustrative purposes only. 
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